ABSTRACT A special class of braids, called woven, is introduced and it is shown qcxthat every conjugation class of the braid group contains woven braids. In consequence tame links can be presented as plats and closures of woven braids. Restricting on knots we get the 'woven version' of the well-known theorem of Markov, giving moves that are capable of producing all woven braids with equivalent closures.
Introduction and Results

Intention
The basic aim that led to these results was to look out for simple representatives of conjugation classes of the braid group B n . In other words: Find a family W n of braids with ∀β ∈ B n : ∃γ ∈ B n : γ −1 βγ ∈ W n ! It is desirable to make this family W n ⊂ B n in some sense as 'small' as possible.
F. Garside gave a very good solution to this problem in [1] , constructing exactly one representative per conjugation class, thereby solving the conjugacy problem in B n . Unfortunately the characterization of these special braids (called "normal forms") is not at all a trivial task (see theorem 2.7 of [2] ).
In this paper, looking for an other solution of the above-mentioned problem, we are willing to sacrifice uniqueness for the sake of simplicity. The idea is to try to let W n consist only of braids that can be presented with a maximum (compared to their conjugates) number of constant strings (single straight lines).
Woven braids
Given the usual generators (σ i ) i∈{1,...,n−1} of B n , letting the ith string pass over the i+1st, and k positive integers n 1 , . . . , n k with n = n 1 + · · · + n k , we make the following abbreviations: (ˆmeans omission)
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) (1.1) π n1n2...n k := σ 1 σ 2 · · ·σ n1 · · ·σ n1+n2 · · ·σ n1+···+n k−1 · · · σ n1+···+n k −1 (1.
2)
The A ij generate the pure braid group P n := (A ij ) 1≤i<j≤n , P j n := (A ij ) 1≤i<j is called group of pure j-braids and π n1n2...n k is a permutation braid.
From the theory of braids (e.g. [2] ) it is known that the P j n are free groups of rank j − 1, that P n is the semidirect product of P 2 n , . . . , P n n and that every braid can be presented as product of a permutation braid and a pure braid. We will now focus on special combinations of pure and permutation braids.
Definition 1.
A braid on n = n 1 + · · · + n k strings that can be presented in the form π n1...n k β n1 β n1+n2 · · · β n1+···+n k with each β i ∈ P i n is called a woven braid (with k components) of type (n 1 , . . . , n k ). The set of all woven braids on n strings with k components will be called W k n .
Pictures of woven braids of type (4), (5) and (3,1,2) are given in figure 1. We will prove in section 2 that W n := n k=1 W k n indeed has the desired property: Theorem 1. Every conjugation class of B n contains at least one element of W n .
Woven braids and links
For convenience, the closure of a woven braid of the above type is named web of index n and the plat formed out of a woven braid whose type is a k-tuple of even integers with sum 2n is called woven plat of index n. The second example explains our terminology, for this is how typical outcomes of looms look like. 2 The closure of a braid is obtained by identifying corresponding left and right endpoints; a plat is built by grouping the endpoints on each side into non-separating pairs, and then glueing the members of each pair together.
It is easily seen that both constructions yield a link with k components. We are interested only in tame links, and equivalence of link representatives shall be given by ambient isotopy. A link representative is called multicolored if each embedded circle is split up into a finite collection of arcs, and a color is attached to each arc, using at least two different colors per component. With these notations we can state simple consequences of theorem 1: [2] ) as well. The following subsection gives the answer for the k = 1 case.
Woven braids and knots
Definition 2. Let ∇ be the endomorphism of P n given by
To see that ∇ is well-defined, check out that it is compatible with the defining relations of P n that can be found in [5] . Furthermore let
and define the following moves for woven braids:
Remark. An explicit specification of the string number n is not necessary here, for the permutation of a braid in W 1 n is a cycle of length n. 
Weaving Braids by Conjugation
If for some fixed s ∈ {2, . . . , n} the pure braid β can be written as word of P n without using letters A is i.e. β ∈ (A ij ) j =s , then we say string s is free in β.
Lemma 2.1.
For any β ∈ P n and s ∈ {2, . . . , n} there exist two unique pure s-braids s β, β s ∈ P s n such that string s is free in ( s β) −1 β and in β(β s ) −1 .
Remark. β s = s β = 1 Pn if and only if string s is free in β.
Proof. Due to the structure of P n , being the semidirect product of the P k n , pure i-braids commute with pure j-braids in the sense that for all i < j, µ ∈ P i n , ν ∈ P j n there exists aν ∈ P j n such that νµ = µν. Thus one can push all subwords ∈ P s n of a word for β to the beginning or to the end where they can be cancelled. Uniqueness: If we have two suchβ s ,β s ∈ P s n then string s has to be free in ββ
as well. This impliesβ s =β s (analogously for s β).
Proof.
Arrange the subwords ∈ P j n with ascending j by commuting them as described in lemma 2.1. The result isβ 2 . . .β n with allβ j ∈ P j n . Pushingβ s to the end leaves it unchanged, because it has to pass only through thoseβ j with j > s, thusβ s = β s . The statement for descending order is proved correspondingly.
Proof of theorem 1.
Given an arbitrary element β ∈ B n , we are looking for a conjugateβ ∈ W n of β. Let Π : B n → S n denote the homomorphism given by Π(σ i ) = (i i + 1), then P n = ker Π. Say Π(β) consists of k cycles of the lengths n 1 , . . . , n k ≥ 1 with n = n 1 + · · · + n k . Since the cycle type determines conjugation classes in S n , there exists a permutation τ ∈ S n with
Take any π τ ∈ B n with Π(π τ ) = τ and letβ := π
then ∆ is an automorphism of P n and F is a set-valued function defined on P n because for all α ∈ P n we have Π α −1β ∆(α) = Π(β) = 1 Sn .
We will now prove the existence of an α ∈ P n with F (α) = ∅ inductively: Supposing there is an α (s−1) with inf F α (s−1) > s−1, we construct α (s) with inf F α (s) > s. Starting with α (0) := 1 Pn , we thereby end up with α := α (n) , having the property inf F α (n) > n; this implies F (α) = ∅ (inf ∅ := +∞).
This can only happen for s ∈N . Now let
String s is free in ( s δ) −1 δ (lemma 2.1). Furthermore the strings with numbers in {1, . . . , s− 1} ∩N are free in both δ (by induction hypothesis) and in s δ (because
, which can easily be verified, looking at the generators A is ; the three typical cases are shown in figure 2a-c. So the strings with numbers ≤ s are also free in ∆( s δ). Thus all strings with numbers in {1, . . . , s} ∩N are free in δ ′ and (2.4) yields inf F α (s) > s. Now, having F (α) = ∅ andβ as above, we can constructβ as follows:
With respect to the first expression, lemma 2.2 and the remark to lemma 2.1 together with F (α) = ∅ show thatβ is of the form π n1...n kβ n1βn1+n2 · · ·β n1+···+n k . The last term of (2.8) makes clear thatβ is conjugate to β. Proof of corollary 1.
(a) and (b): Besides the results of [3] and [4] there is only to mention that closing a woven braid of type (n 1 , . . . , n k ), placed parallel to the x-y-plane, around the x-axis and projecting it along the z-axis, yields a woven plat of type (2n 1 , . . . , 2n k ). Hence every web of index n can be regarded as woven plat of index n (but not vice versa).
(c): If the bridge number of L is m, there exists a 2m-plat representing L. We have to transform this plat into a woven plat without changing the number of strings. This is a task quite similar to the proof of theorem 1, so we will give only the crucial points here. Again, the first step is to order the strings by adjusting the permutation of the braid to Π(π n1...n k ). This can be done by using moves of type a and b in figure 3 at both ends of the plat. In order to get rid of unwanted A ij 's, we pushed them upwards and all around the closed braid. Passing π n1...n k increased the index j, with the result that the A's assembled at the highest available string of each component (those with numbers in N ). In the case of plats we have to push A ij 's with even j ∈N upwards, they thereby have to pass π n1n2...n k and arrive as elements of P j+1 n at the upper end. The A ij 's with odd j have to be pushed down to the lower end of the plat. In both cases we can then apply the moves c and d of figure 3 or their mirror images repeatedly, in order to free the strings with numbers inN successively, just as before. (d): Having more than two arcs per component or more than two colors makes finding an appropriate projection only easier, so we may assume that each embedded circle consists of exactly two arcs, colored black and gray. Choosel to be a web equivalent to l, presented as required in definition 1. By parameter transformation we may arrange the coloring ofl in the way indicated in figure 4 , identifying the black arcs with the 'moving' parts of the strings with numbers ∈ N . The obtained regular diagram has no monochrome crossings. 
The algebraic Knot Problem for Webs
For a braid β ∈ B n placed in the x-y-plane we will denote by inv(β) the braid obtained by π-rotating β on the z-axis. Observe that this rotation reverses the order of the braid word and sends σ i to σ n+1−i , so inv is an involution and an antihomomorphism.
n . Proof. Showing this algebraically is an easy task, so we will content ourselves with the following argumentation: The elements of W 1 n are characterized by the fact that they can be presented as braids with n − 1 constant strings and one string moving arbitrarily from position 1 to position n; a property that is preserved under inv.
Remark. The analogous statement for W k n is false when k ≥ 2.
We will assume from now on that k = 1. Composing the P n -endomorphism ∇ of definition 2 and the P n -automorphism ∆(α) = π n α π −1 n of eq. (2.2) defines an endomorphism Φ n := ∇ • ∆ : P n → P n that will be useful for the characterization of W 1 n and K n .
Proof. From figure 2a,d we obtain (with an appropriate χ ∈ P n ) ∆(A ij ) = A i+1,j+1 for j < n χ −1 A 1i χ for j = n and thus Φ n (A ij ) = A ij for j < n 1 Pn for j = n .
So ker(Φ n ) = P n n , justifying the first statement. For any β ∈ P n n we get:
Conversely, by combing κ ∈ P n in descending order κ = n κ · · · 2 κ we get
In the second equation both sides are descendingly combed, so the second implication is just the uniqueness condition of lemma 2.1 for 2 < i ≤ n.
Proof of theorem 2.
The simple relation σ n A in σ −1 n = A i,n+1 in B n+1 shows for β ∈ P n n that π n β σ
where β ↑ ∈ P n+1 n+1 is obtained from β by augmenting the second index of all A ij 's by one. Since σ 2 n = A n,n+1 , we see that a type II + move yields a woven braid with incremented index.
We have for ω ∈ W 1 n and κ ∈ P n the following consequence of lemma 3.2:
The "⇐"-direction states that the result of a type I move is again a woven braid. Conversely we get that K n is a subgroup of P n because for any κ 1 , κ 2 ∈ K n the woven braids κ that are related by a type II ± move and are contained in the conjugation classes of β and β ′ , respectively. Similar to the proof of theorem 1 we construct a γ ∈ B n with γ −1 inv(β)γ ∈ W 1 n . According to equations (2.8) and (2.6) we obtain γ = π τ ∆(α) where α contains only the generators A ij with j < n. Therefore the action of ∆ on α is described by figure 2a, and thus ∆(α) ∈ (A ij ) 2≤i<j≤n .
The requirement τ −1 Π(inv(β))τ = Π(π n ) of equation (2.1) determines the permutation τ not uniquely: any otherτ := (Π(π n )) i τ works as well. Since Π(π n ) is a cycle of length n, there is an integer i such thatτ (1) = 1 and we can choose π τ ∈ (σ i ) 2≤i<n .
We have therefore found a γ that can be written as word of B n without using σ 1 . So inγ := inv(γ) no σ n−1 's appear and we have [γ, σ n ] = 1 Bn+1 in B n+1 . We can now take
By lemma 3.1 ω is a woven braid and ω ′ is obviously the result of a type II + move applied on ω. This completes the proof of theorem 2.
Remark. The premise k = 1 was very helpful at several points of this proof and things are getting much more complicated for links. For k > 2 conjugations with non-pure braids are inevitable because one must have moves that exchange components. It is likely, however, that -with some additional moves -theorem 2 can be extended to the case of colored links.
Tables
Link-tabulation with woven braids
Due to corollary 1 links can be tabulated by giving a woven braid ω L for each equivalence class L, with either the closure of ω L or the plat formed out of ω L is contained in L. Depending on the construction we will call (ω L ) L∈L a web-or a plat-table for the family L of links. We have the nice side effect that orientation and labelling of the components are provided automatically, if we agree upon the convention that all strings of the closure and all odd-numbered strings of the plat shall be oriented in reading direction of the braid word and that components shall be labelled increasingly with respect to their position.
In comparison with tables based on diagrams we lose the information about the crossing numbers and alternation type. 4 On the other side, web-/plat-tables can implicitly convey the braid-/bridge-indices and in some cases they reveal strong symmetries. A knot is called strongly invertible / strongly negative amphicheiral if there is an orientation preserving / reversing self-homeomorphism of S 3 that is an involution fixing the knot setwise and reversing the knot orientation. A woven braid ω is called symmetric if inv(ω) = ω and antisymmetric if inv(ω) = mirr(ω), with the automorphism mirr given by mirr(σ i ) := σ −1 i . It is a simple consequence that a web or woven plat build out of a symmetric / antisymmetric woven braid is strongly invertible / strongly negative amphicheiral.
Notation
For woven braids we have a trivial solution of the word problem of B n : Let the woven braid be presented in the form required in definition 1, expand all A ij according to (1.1) and then reduce until no more subwords of type σ Proof. The indices and exponents can be recovered recursively:
This statement is obviously correct for the e t . We call the string moving from first position in the braid to position n the main string. Observing that 1 2 c t (c t − 1) = 1 for c t = 2 and = 0 otherwise, we realize that d t describes the direction of the main string at the crossing σ et it . Indeed d 1 = 1 (towards higher indices) at the beginning of the braid, and a sign change takes place whenever two consecutive σ's are at the same level (at U-turns). The index i t is increased or decreased whenever c t = 2, depending on the current direction d t .
In web-tables we can even strip off leading and tailing zeros and use the tuple (c) An analogous notation for links can be given as well by adding the letter "3", signalling the passage to the next component.
Minimal webs
Definition 3. We call the closure of a woven braid minimal, if and only if 1. the number of strings equals its braid index, and 2. its length (i.e. the length of its tight braid word) is minimal amongst all other webs satisfying condition 1 and representing the same oriented (colored) link.
Remark. Minimal webs have not necessarily the minimal length of all equivalent webs: Computer calculations revealed that
gives a minimal web representing the knot 9 34 , but closing the shorter woven braid σ 1 σ 2 σ Table 1 lists it all minimal webs for the prime knots with at most nine crossings. The given woven braids are Markov-equivalent to the braids listed in [6] .
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braid indices, the lengths and the number of minimal webs for the corresponding knot, respectively. The column 's', taken out of [7] , contains information about knot symmetries in Conway's notation: amphicheiral non-amphicheiral invertible f r non-invertible i n
The tuples (e 1 , c u , . . . , c v ) of the minimal webs are listed in the second column, encoded as integers e 1 (c u − 1 + 2c u+1 + 6c u+2 + · · · + 2 · 3 v−u−1 c v ). If the woven braids ω and inv(ω) represent the same oriented knot, we list only the absolutely smaller of the two corresponding integers. So most of the integers represent two webs; exceptions are marked by the following superscripts:
n: The knot is non-invertible. s: ω is symmetric, showing that the knot is strongly invertible. a: ω is antisymmetric, showing the strong negative amphicheirality. An entry of the form ±j indicates that j and −j appear (i.e. amphicheirality). Integers in italics represent webs with alternating tight words.
In table 1 we get, on average, 2.9 minimal webs per knot type, having an average tight word length of 11.5. Symmetric woven braids occur for twelve knots and all seven amphicheiral knots in the table have antisymmetric minimal woven braids. The author also found antisymmetric web-representatives for the amphicheiral tencrossing knots, being minimal except in the case of 10 81 (a list of minimal webs for all ten-crossing knots is available on request). This demonstrates that all amphicheiral knots with at most ten crossings are strongly negative amphicheiral.
It will be the task of a subsequent article to show that any strongly negative amphicheiral knot can be presented as closure of some antisymmetric woven braid.
